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„Mir schafen Zukunft“ - “We are shaping the 
future “ 
Dear fellow citizens, 
 
The quality of our daily lives is often decided on our doorstep, in our neighbourhood and where we live - in 
other words, right here in our community. 
 
Affordable housing, good childcare, the protection of our natural resources, social cohesion and 
social justice - these are just some of the challenges we collectively face and which we must increasingly 
address in the coming years. In addition, there are the major challenges of the 21st century - a fairer 
distribution of resources, climate protection and the energy turnaround - which can only be met 
as part of a collective effort. 
 
The municipalities are in a key position to concretely address the challenges of our time and to enable all 
people who live here to live well and freely. The next term will decide whether and how we shape 
the future. 
Together with our candidates, we have drawn up an ambitious election programme to tackle these 
challenges. 
After 12 years in opposition, we, déi gréng Luerenzweiler, are motivated and ready to take 
responsibility in a coalition. Modern politics includes fair cooperation with all elected parties, a 
comprehensive willingness to compromise and the real involvement of citizens. We need new 
ideas and visions to meet the challenges of our time. In the past, too many projects were tackled 
without real enthusiasm. The necessary passion to consistently push the climate pact was missing. 
 
In order to bring about such a change to a lived democratic, environmentally friendly and 
sustainable economically strong municipal policy, we must emerge stronger from these 
elections. That is why it is important that you go to the polls in the municipal elections on 11 
June 2023 and give us your 11 votes on list n°3. 
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KLIMASCHUTZ – PROTECTION DU CLIMAT – CLIMATE PROTECTION 

Shaping the future with a clean, secure and 
affordable energy supply 
The climate crisis is real. Now is the time to act decisively and make our energy supply 
sustainable, clean, secure and affordable. 
déi gréng have launched an ambitious climate protection law and the Climate Pact 2.0 at the 
national level; now there must also be the political will at the municipal level to consistently 
use these opportunities and make our municipality climate neutral as quickly as possible. 
déi gréng will spend the next six years campaigning for a socially just transition to a 
climate neutral municipality that reduces local energy consumption and uses 100% 
renewable energy. 
 

• Energy saving – the greatest source of energy is energy saving 
- Energy renovation of the municipal buildings (festival hall, Centre Culturel) and the inter-municipal 

swimming pool PIDAL 
- Conversion to a zero-emission municipal vehicle fleet 
- Complete conversion to LED in public buildings and street lighting 
- Conversion to intelligent, controlled building technology   
- Conversion to solar thermal energy and heat pumps     
- Installation of motion detectors 

• Expanding renewable energy with citizen participation 
- Solar energy 

o Use suitable communal areas for solar energy and, if necessary, make them available to 
cooperatives. 

o Roofs (Centre Culturel, church in Lorentzweiler, association building Hünsdorf and Blaschette, 
festival hall) 

o Parking (Central School, Service technique) 
o Facades (municipality, sports hall) 

- Innovative wind power 
o at a suitable location with citizen participation, taking into account decision-making and review 

procedures and the protection of populations of wind-energy-sensitive animal species 
- Development of a self-sufficient energy supply by storing surplus energy production 
- Pursuing the goal of becoming energy self-sufficient by 2030. 

 
• Raising awareness and providing good advice to citizens 
- Financial support for the renovation of one's own home 
- Financial support for the purchase and repair of energy-saving and energy-efficient 

household appliances 
- Regular information events, workshops and advisory services 
- Introduction of "Earth Day" in the municipality 
- Collective order for balcony power plants 
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KLIMANPASSUNGEN – ADAPTATIONS CLIMATIQUES - CLIMATE ADAPTATIONS 

Shaping the future with a strong protection of the 
consequences of climate change by a climate 
adaptation 

The disastrous consequences such as heat waves, droughts, floods and heavy rains are 
becoming more frequent and severe. We must prepare ourselves and our community for these inevitable 
consequences of the climate crisis. In order to protect human lives, the municipality must implement 
the necessary measures on the ground. déi gréng will work resolutely for a resilient and 
weather-adapted municipality. Since sealed soil heats up significantly faster than unsealed soil 
during a hot spell and increases the risk of flooding, this can be countered with more greenery 
and less concrete. 

• Systematic Greening of our Villages 
- Creation of a family-friendly park between Hünsdorf and Lorentzweiler   
- Promotion of flat roof greening 
- Subsidising the conversion of gravel gardens to a more environmentally friendly alternative 
- Encouraging owners of new buildings to plant trees and hedges 
- Unsealing of already sealed surfaces (schoolyard, traffic islands) 
- Dedicated beautification of the "Jegen" roundabout with roses and willows 
- Introduction of sponsorships for trees and flower beds 
- Beautification of our villages by planting beds with regional and pesticide-free flowers and perennials. 
- Planting public squares, playgrounds, schoolyards, green strips and car parks with native, site-appropriate 
and shade-giving standard trees, hedges and shrubs. 
- Creation of flower and wildflower beds along footpaths and cycle paths 
- Sowing flower meadows on playgrounds and in cemeteries 
- Distribution of free native perennials from SICONA to interested citizens. 
- Participation in fruit meadow projects, urban gardening and the "Edible City" 
 

• Renaturation of our water bodies 
- Advancing the renaturation project of the Alzette in cooperation with the government 
- Renaturalisation of the Millebach and Kaylbach in Hünsdorf in cooperation with SICONA 
 

• Flood protection for our citizens 
- Commissioning of the existing wastewater separation system 
- Consistent expansion of the separation system in the entire area of the municipality 
- Mobilisation of land in cooperation with SICONA to create additional natural flood plains. 
- Creation of near-natural water retention basins 
- Construction of the required stormwater overflow basins (RÜB) by the SIDERO wastewater syndicate 
- Creation of risk management strategies for heavy rain, floods and heat waves 
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LEBENSQUALITÄT – QUALITÉ DE VIE - QUALITY OF LIFE 

 Shaping the future with green urbanism, affordable housing and a 
clean adaptation of mobility 

Quality of life requires that we give more space to nature in our community again and create 
inviting public places. Living, leisure, work and essential services need to be closer together to protect 
our quality of life. We must continue to invest in the expansion of public transport and 
infrastructure for bicycles and pedestrians to improve our mobility. There also needs to be 
massive investment in public and affordable housing. Without the municipality, the public 
housing offensive will not succeed. déi gréng will work resolutely for a green, inclusive and 
liveable municipality in the next 6 years. 

• Creating villages with character and quality of life 
 

- Beautifying the villages with flowerbeds and tubs at bridges and street lamps 
- Installation of raised herb beds 
- Taking seriously the responsibility of the municipality to protect historic buildings 
- Cooperation with INPA (anc. Sites et Monuments) 
- Purchase of a property for conversion into a café/restaurant 
- Designing cemeteries close to nature as oases of peace and spaces of encounter 
- Creation of an intercommunal forest cemetery 
 

● Creation of affordable public housing 
-Purchase of listed houses for conversion into social housing after energy-saving renovation. 
-Conversion of the old youth centre into a residential community for young people 
-Promotion of alternative forms of housing (shared flats, Tiny Houses, multi-generation houses) 
-Mobilisation of vacant living space for the purpose of re-letting via "Gudd wunnen" 
-Cooperation with public actors (Fonds du logement, SNHBM) 
 
 

● Comfortable and safe mobility in everyday life 
 

╴ Development of multimodal connections between the different neighbourhoods 
╴ Connection of all residential areas to the national cycle path network 
╴ Designation of a cycle path between Blascheid and Lorentzweiler 
╴ Creation of a pedestrian and bicycle path between Blaschette and "op der Lann” 
╴ Creation of a connection between the PC15 & PC5 cycle path (Lorentzweiler-Larochette) 
╴ Creation of a cycle path between Asselscheuer and Imbringen 
╴ Traffic calming in the villages with Shared Space and narrowing at the entrance to the village. 
╴ Pushing back unnecessary through traffic 
╴ introduction of a 30 km/h zone in the centre of Hünsdorf 
╴ Develop the redesign of the N7 as quickly as possible 
╴ Separate cycle path along the N7 
╴ Provide secure and dry bicycle parking at all public buildings and sports infrastructures 
╴ Consequently improve the lighting of all pedestrian lanes with bright LED lamps 
╴ Clean and well-lit bus and train stops 
╴ Positioning of seating along the northbound railway track 
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╴ Introduction of a joint call bus with the communities of the Alzette Valley 
╴ Establishment of a carpool bench in Lorentzweiler, Blaschette, Asselscheuer and Eisenborn 
╴ coordination of public transport timetables 
╴ Expansion of the Nightrider and Late-Night Buses 
╴ Introduction of the Car-Sharing "Flex" in cooperation with CFL 
╴ Expansion of the station car park 
╴ Expansion of electric charging stations in public spaces 
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KREISLAUFWIRTSCHAFT – ÉCONOMIE CIRCULAIRE – CIRCULAR ECONOMY 

Shaping the future with local circular economy and a diverse and 
attractive business 

Luxembourg has a high standard of living. In doing so, we waste too many resources that we will miss 
later. For this, we will focus on a sustainable economy that reuses valuable materials. In 
cooperation with the state and private actors, this is the only way we can improve our economic model for 
the future. For this, we need innovative small and medium-sized enterprises as well as 
sustainable offers in small trade, tourism, crafts and industry with local and regional cycles. We 
promote organic agriculture and thus create new local jobs. déi gréng will resolutely advocate 
for a community that strengthens local economic cycles and focuses on the circular economy. 
 

● Strengthening local economy cycles 
-Help with the self-marketing of local products in self-service stalls 
-Organise a local organic market in cooperation with neighbouring communities 
-Optimising the marketing of vegetables from the Hünsdorf community garden   
-Expansion of the vegetable cultivation area and construction of a greenhouse in the CIGL garden in 
Hünsdorf 
-Promotion of innovative enterprises in the field of sustainability and the circular economy 
-Introduction of local gift vouchers that are valid in local retail and restaurants 
-Building a food sharing community with networking of local and regional actors 
-Installation of an anti-Gaspi fridge 
-Implementation of FSC management of the community's own forests 

 
● Tourism 

-Planning and construction of an overnight accommodation structure along the PC15 cycle route. 
-signposting of communal running, MTB, cycling and hiking routes 
-Repair and washing area for bicycles along the PC15 
-Establish benches and pavilions with picnic tables 
-Placement of water dispensers in public places 
-Develop a cycling and walking map 
 
 

● Reduce resource consumption 
-Providing an extended range of reusable tableware for festivities 
-Develop an inter-communal "Spullkescht" project (washing system for reusable containers) 
-Organisation of all communal events in the "Green Event" mode. 
-Organisation of "Repair Cafés" and upcycling workshops (e.g. in Café Groff) 
-Planning of a "Gudd Geschier" project (equipment rental) 
-Free provision of SIDEC bark mulch and compost at the community atelier 
-Offer more vegetarian, organic, seasonal, regional and Fairtrade products at community receptions. 
-Pay attention to ecological, biological, pollutant-free and reusable building materials when 
tendering for communal building projects 
-Provide our municipal staff with work clothes that meet ethical and sustainable criteria. 
-Organisation of an annual swap meet 
-Expansion and energetic renovation of the "Centre Culturel" instead of a new building 
-consideration of ancillary and follow-up costs when deciding on new projects 
-Preparation of a multi-year financing plan 
-take more consistent measures to achieve the maximum award in the Climate Pact 
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PARTIZIPATORISCHE DEMOKRATIE – DEMOKRATIE PARTICIPATIVE – PARTICIPATIVE 
DEMOCRACY  
 

Shaping the future with an administration that is close to the citizens 
and a participatory democracy 

Everyone should have a say in political decisions and be able to contribute to solving social 
challenges. Transparent communication with citizens is the basic prerequisite for genuine 
citizen participation. The digital possibilities offer enormous opportunities to inform citizens 
early and comprehensively and to reduce bureaucracy. 
In the next six years, déi gréng will resolutely work for a transparent and citizen-oriented 
municipality in which citizen participation is emphasised and the advantages of digitalisation 
are used to offer citizens a good service. 
 

● Citizen participation 
 

- Early involvement of the population in major projects (e.g. building projects, regulatory provisions) 
- Provide a citizens' budget in the municipal budget 
- Support citizens' initiatives 
- Organisation of information meetings with simultaneous translations 
 

● Advisory commissions 
 

-Equal representation on commissions 
-Consult the relevant commissions at an early stage in the planning process and in the event of problems 
and conflicts 
-involve interested citizens in the commissions 
-Preparation of a municipal integration plan (PCI) by the Integration Commission 

 
● Digitisation 

 

-Transmission of municipal council meetings via livestream and their archiving on the municipality's 
website 
-Consequent digitalisation of administrative procedures 
-Adapt opening hours of the administration to the needs of the population 
-Multilingual expansion of the municipality's website (LU, DE, FR & ENG) 
-Publication of municipal information in several languages (LU, DE, FR & ENG) 
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NATURSCHUTZ – PROTECTION DE LA NATURE – NATURE PROTECTION 

Shaping a future maintaining our natural environment 

An intact nature is the basis for the survival of species and living beings. Humans are part of nature. 
Protecting nature also protects people: clean water, clean air and healthy food are essential. 
We need to take better care of our wildlife and waters. The government has introduced laws, action 
plans and initiatives to preserve our livelihoods. For example, the Nature Pact provides financial support and 
advice to communities. Policymakers must listen to scientific facts and take the biodiversity crisis 
seriously. déi gréng will spend the next 6 years resolutely campaigning for a nature-friendly 
community. We will fight the destruction of natural habitats, protect our natural resources and 
conserve our biodiversity. 
 

• Natural habitats 
 

- Installing nesting boxes for birds, wild bees and bats. 
- Creation of dry stone walls and nesting sites for hedgehogs and salamanders 
- Creation of deadwood and reptile habitats 
- Installation of insect hotels and butterfly meadows 
- Creation of "life towers” 
- Supporting the natural grazing of meadows by rambling sheep 
- Awareness-raising campaigns for more biodiversity 

 
 

• Near-natural water bodies and improvement of water quality 
 

- Avoidance of pesticides, herbicides and fungicides and use of natural fertiliser in public spaces 
- Renaturation of our water bodies with adjacent riparian strips 
- Expansion of the SIDERO sewage treatment plant to filter microplastics and drug residues. 

 
• Stopping the pollution of our natural resources 

 
- Reducing the use of road salt and offering alternatives to road salt 
- Reduce light pollution by using energy- and light-efficient lights 
- Increase the number of waste bins with separation system in public areas   
- Installation of public ashtrays 

 
• Modern waste and water management 

- Reduction of water consumption in municipal buildings and facilities 
- Equipping municipal buildings with rainwater recovery systems. 
- Financial support for the installation of rainwater tanks 
- Optimisation of the recycling yard 
- Regular information campaigns 
- Maintaining a cost-covering water price 
- Regular publication of drinking water analyses 
- Awareness campaign for drinking water 
- Installation of drinking water dispensers in the school, sports hall and sports infrastructure 
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WOHLBEFINDEN – BIEN-ETRE – WELL-BEING 

Shaping the future with a good life and and a strong healthcare 
system 

The pandemic has challenged us in recent years. We are now more aware of the value of good health. 
Many causes of disease and physical stress originate in environmental factors, so clean air and water, quality 
food and protection from pollutants are of enormous importance to our health. However, this also means 
that we must take a holistic view of human and natural health. Nature conservation is human 
protection! In order to increase the physical and mental well-being of people, there needs to be 
space for movement and sufficient recreational areas. The municipality also has a responsibility 
in this respect. déi gréng will therefore campaign for a health-promoting municipality. 
 

• Right to a healthy living environment 
- Carrying out regular air quality measurements of nitrogen oxides and particulate matter 
- Improving local air quality through adjustments to building regulations (fresh air corridors, buffer 

zones, shared space, street trees) 
- Provide noise protection measures for Rue Belle-Vue 

 
• Local recreation areas 
- Creation of an attractive local recreation area along the Alzette river 
- Extension of the park between Hünsdorf and Lorentzweiler 
- Extension of the community gardens 
- Installation of benches along the paths 
- Planting a Tiny Forest together with all interested citizens 
- Creation of a forest garden 

 
• Club and recreational sports 
- Financial and logistical support for our local sports clubs 
- Construction of an inter-communnal indoor tennis court 
- Development of a wide range of leisure and sports courses 
- Installation of outdoor equipment in public places to promote the health of all people 
- Bicycle repair and washing area along the PC15 
- Extension of municipal running, MTB, cycling and walking trails   
- Encouragement to participate in the "Tour du Duerf" and "Mam Velo op d'Schaff" 

 
● local health care and services 
- Establishment of a municipal "Centre médical” 
- Establishment of a pharmacy 
- Organisation of a health week 
- Regular organisation of a first aid course 
- Provision of menstrual articles in public toilets 
- Publication of the locations of defibrillators 
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FAMILIE, KINDER & JUGEND – FAMILLE, ENFANTS & JEUNESSE – FAMILY, CHILDREN & YOUTH 

Shaping the future with a child and family-friendly community 

In order to give every child the best chance of a good life, it is important to offer parents really 
effective help and to provide them with advice and support. Good cooperation between parents, 
teachers*, childcare staff and psychosocial services is very important. We advocate for inclusive care for 
children, a good infrastructure and sufficiently qualified staff. Children must be offered free spaces to grow, 
learn and play so that they can develop their skills and competences and contribute to society. A well-
functioning children's and youth policy is essential for successful coexistence in our community. déi gréng 
will work for a child- and parent-friendly community. We offer all children an environment in 
which they can develop optimally and strengthen parents in their important role. 
 

• Childcare facilities 
-creation of a nature childcare structure (Bëschcrèche) 
-Introduce "enjoy nature" in the school restaurant (healthy food with fresh, seasonal, regional and 
organic products). 
-Avoid food waste ("anti-gasp" fridge) 
-Promote multilingual communication in the non-formal education sector 
-Organising school transport with e-buses 
-Providing inclusive, close-to-nature and participatory holiday activities during the summer holidays 
-Promoting school projects in the fields of environment, nature, sustainability, media, sports, culture, music 
and democracy 
-Supporting local parent representation by providing sufficient financial and logistical resources for school 
projects, festivals and community initiatives 
-Expansion of the "Loft" project 
-Barrier-free access to all primary school premises through the construction of an elevator 
-Joint development of concepts for waste avoidance, waste separation as well as energy and 
water conservation 
 

• Living environment and well-being 
We consistently focus on movement, play and learning outdoors and in nature. 
-Promote physical activity through interactive playgrounds, a natural, green playground with 
sufficient shade and good sports infrastructure. 
-Support the concept of "Learning through play". 
-create smaller nature-based learning spaces, e.g. green classroom, school garden 
-Installation of inclusive playground equipment (e.g. wheelchair swing) 
-Creation and designation of safe routes to school 
-Expansion of pedi-bus/bicycle-bus networks 
-Development of a traffic concept in cooperation with the parents' association and the teaching staff for 
the purpose of traffic safety and traffic calming around the school grounds. 
-Sensitising children to the issues of safety and sustainability in road traffic 
 
 

• Needs and rights of children and young people 
-promoting and supporting ideas and initiatives that come from the young people and children themselves 
(youth forum, children's municipal council) 
-inclusion of children's and young people's ideas in municipality policy decisions 
-promoting cooperation between the youth centre and the primary school in order to facilitate the 
transition between Cycle 4.2 and the Lyceum 
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-Supporting the associations that are active in youth work 
-Support of projects and initiatives that teach sustainability, creativity, social cohesion and 
democratic action 
-Expanding the offer of violence prevention courses for children and young people. 
-education on the cautious use of the "new media". 
-Sensitising children and young people about the importance of mental health 
-creation of a contact point in case of psychological overload 
-Improvement of existing and creation of new inclusive playgrounds in the different residential areas 
-creation of play streets 
-Offering holiday jobs and internships in the administration, the technical service and the "Maison Relais" 
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ZUSAMMENLEBEN – VIVRE ENSEMBLE - LIVING TOGETHER 

Shaping the future with strong solidarity 

We are committed to an open and diverse society in which every person has the freedom to 
develop and live together with others in a respectful manner. Social cohesion requires a fair 
distribution of wealth, regardless of a person's financial situation, health or identity. Our open society is 
enriched by our different lifestyles and experiences. Fighting poverty also involves cooperation between 
municipalities and social services to provide targeted support and advice. A vibrant association life is also 
important to strengthen social bonds and provide a wide range of activities and infrastructure. déi gréng 
will work resolutely over the next six years for a community that enables all people to live in 
dignity and participate in a diverse social life. 
 

• Vibrant association life 
 

-Transparent allocation of subsidies to municipal associations 
-Support of associations through adequate infrastructure, meeting rooms and storage space 
-Use of the communal communication platforms (internet, app) for the purpose of announcements 
-Building a joint scout home (LGS & FNEL) 
-Providing a dishwashing trolley with recyclable crockery 
-Additional financial support for "Green Events" events 
-Conversion of the festival hall with barrier-free sanitary facilities 
 

• Culture 
 

Promoting the coexistence of our multicultural society 
-implementation of an annual "Festival of Cultures” 
-Organisation of a "Summer am Uelzechtdall" with the neighbouring communities (open-air cinema, 
concerts, theatre, exhibitions, workshops, yoga...) 
-Establishment and implementation of an annual cultural programme (theatre, cabaret, concerts, 
exhibitions, creative workshops) 
-Introduction of a "Café de langues” 
-creation of partnerships with municipalities in the Greater Region 
-Maintaining the sculpture symposium 
-Archiving and processing local history 
-Publishing of a book "Lorentzweiler past and present” 
-Continuation of the "Remind, Rewind" project 
-Restoration and upgrading of the "Monument aux Morts” 
 

• Social 
 

-Investment in social rental housing 
-Help with the placement of private social housing ("Gutt wunnen") 
-Establishing an inventory of vacant flats for placement with the "Gutt wunnen" association 
-Integration of REVIS recipients into our community services 
-creation of apprenticeships for young people 
-Support for the regional "Épicerie sociale” 
-Helping low-income households to cope with energy and water costs, while raising awareness of how to 
save 
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• Equal opportunities 
 

Designing barrier-free access to all public buildings 
-Consistent development of infrastructure with guide strips for visually impaired persons 
-Employment of persons with disabilities in the administration and in the technical service 
-Establishment of an Equality Commission for the purpose of developing an Equality Plan 
-Development of projects and actions to inform about gender identity, sexual orientation and gender equality 
in schools, care structures and in the youth centre 
-Promoting the naming of streets, buildings and infrastructures after female personalities 
 

• Autonomous living in advancing age 
 

-Expanding access to social, cultural and sporting activities through the Club Senior 
-Introduction of an inter-communal and barrier-free call-bus service 
-Introduction of a 3rd age commission 
-Planning and construction of intergenerational housing projects 
-Introduction of intergenerational projects that bring together children, young people and older people 
(e.g. joint lunch with the Club Senior in the Maison Relais) 
-expansion of home support services such as "Meals on Wheels", "Fläissege Fisschen", "Telealarm". 
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SICHERHEIT & GUTE NACHBARSCHAFT – SÉCURITÉ ET BON VOISINAGE – SAFETY & GOOD NEIGHBOURHOOD 

Shaping a future living a safe live in a friendly and safe community 

All people should be able to live in safety and freedom in Luxembourg. An open and democratic society needs 
confidence in security and the protection of physical integrity. However, a successful security policy cannot 
only rely on the police. Especially at the municipal level, we have to create the right social work 
and urban planning conditions to guarantee our citizens a safe living environment and a good 
neighbourhood. déi gréng are resolutely committed to a safe municipality by strengthening prevention work, 
ensuring public order and making public space safe. 
 

• Strengthening the sense of security 
 

-Adaptation of the municipal "Règlement de police". 
-introduction of a warning system "Alerte Lorentzweiler" in order to inform the citizens in case of any 
kind of dangerous situation. 
-Sensitisation in cooperation with the police to prevent burglaries 
-Establishment of law enforcement officers in cooperation with the neighbouring municipalities, who 
are authorised to punish violations of the municipal code.   
 

• Good neighbourliness 
 

-Logistical provision of material for "neighbourhood festivals” 
-Annual organisation of a "welcome evening" for new citizens to get to know the local administration, the 
services of the municipality, the local sports and leisure facilities and the local associations. 
-promotion of the "sharing" community among others through the app "Hoplr 
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PROJET 380kV high-voltage line 

Creos plans to replace the current 220kV high voltage power line with a 380kV high voltage power line to 
meet Luxembourg's growing energy needs. 

The modernisation of the power line is a necessity for the national energy supply, but the increase of the 
power voltage by this new line raises many questions in the field of health and environmental 
impact. In order to ensure the protection of people AND nature as much as possible, it is imperative 
that Creos and the various ministries (health, environment and energy) provide comprehensive information 
on these issues. 

In the municipality of Lorentzweiler, a non-partisan citizens' initiative has been founded, which is trying to 
raise the relevant questions and find answers to them. déi gréng welcome the foundation of this 
citizens' initiative and have decided to act in an advisory and supportive capacity. 

-First of all, there is the question of the possible power line routes (available at https://www.creos-
net.lu/de/creos-luxembourg/projekte/380/projekt-380.html ), some of which would pass very close to 
residential houses (100-200m), although numerous studies show that proximity to such electromagnetic 
fields can have devastating effects on human health. The studies indicate that as a precautionary measure, 
a minimum distance of 1m per kV should be maintained, i.e. at least 400-500m between power line and 
residential house. 

-In addition, the impact of interaction between several nearby power lines (220 kV and 380 kV) should also 
be clarified. 

-The choice of a route must also take into account the natural environment by limiting land 
fragmentation, the destruction of ecosystems and, more generally, the impact on fauna and flora. 

-Another concern is the visual impact of the electricity pylons, which will reach a height of at least 60 
metres and thus become illuminated at night. 

-In addition, the construction, which will last several years, will also have a negative impact on the quality 
of life of the citizens as well as on the value of their properties. 

 

déi gréng Luerenzweiler are committed to ensuring that citizens can make their demands 
heard. In a project of this scope, citizens have the right to be informed in a fully transparent 
manner about all construction measures. In addition, all possibilities to affect the community 
as little as possible, both health-wise and ecologically and visually, should be disclosed and 
discussed together with the citizens and applied accordingly. 
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Carole NEY 
>Municipal councillor 
>Member of the "Archives", "Buildings", "Communication" and "School" Committees 
>Member of the "Climate Team" and the "Fair Trade Team 
>Member of the CA " Enercoop Uelzechtdall " 
>Teacher International School EIMAB 
>Blaschette 
>46 years 
>Luxembourgish 
"Protect what is important to us - our intact nature, our protected drinking water, our preserved landscapes, 
our dense forests and our heritage - and make sure that they remain so for the next generation. 
 
    Armand KREMER 
>Municipal councillor 
>Member of the commissions " Bâtisses " et " Voirie et circulation " 
>Retired Municipal Civil Servant 
>Bofferdange 
>67 years 
>Luxembourgish 
"I am committed to a better planning, a better use of resources and a better ecological design, as well as to 
a more efficient use of space for the construction of new infrastructures." 
 
Isabelle BARTHOLOMEY 
>Teacher 
>Bofferdange 
>42 years 
>Luxembourgish/Dutch 
"I am committed to inclusive communities where people are centrally connected to nature". 
 
Gilbert BEFFORT 
>Treasurer of " déi gréng Luerenzweiler " 
>Member of municipality commissions " Communication " and " Finance " 
>Bank employee 
>Bofferdange 
>72 years 
>Luxembourgish 
"As a former trade unionist, we are committed to the following: to the removal of beer from important 
projects, to better communication, to the strengthening of socially disadvantaged leaders." 
 
Marc DIMMER 
>Nurse 
>Helmdange 
>52 years 
>Luxembourgish 
"I am committed to climate protection because climate change is not just an environmental problem, but 
must be seen as a major social problem that will always affect my people". 
 
Jorge FREIRE 
>Member of the municipal commission " Sport " 
>Teacher 
>Bofferdange 
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>45 years 
>Luxembourgish/Portuguese 
" Il est important de promouvoir un développement local durable, qui encourage la solidarité et la cohésion 
sociale entre les habitants de notre commune. " 
 
Isabelle JUNCK 
>Teacher 
>Lorentzweiler 
>39 years 
>Luxembourgish 
"Each citizen has the power to contribute, through many small daily gestures, to making society more serene 
and respectful of its natural environment. Thus, education for a sustainable lifestyle is of primary importance. 
 
Camille MULLER 
>Consultant and environmental activist  
>Asselscheuer 
>53 years 
>Luxembourgish 
"Den Asaz fir d'Klima-Upassung, eng barrièrefräi douce Mobilitéit an d'Biodiversitéit si mer wichteg." 
 
Vanessa PETER-GABRIEL 
>Member of the municipal commission "Environnement" 
>Member of l'APEEP Lorentzweiler 
>Lawyer and coach 
>Helmdange 
>46 years 
>Luxembourgish 
"I am committed to a strong economic and socially stable community that will take responsibility for climate 
protection for future generations." 
 
Christiane SEIL 
>President of " déi gréng Luerenzweiler " 
>Member of the municipal commissions "environnement " and " finance " 
>administrative coordinator 
>Helmdange 
>60 years 
>Luxembourgish 
"The solidarity economy and the circular economy are immensely important to me.  I want to make a strong 
contribution to the regional community, and together with the Kraiderubau, I want to turn Luerenzweiler into 
a close-knit community." 
 
Anton STERENBORG 
>engineer 
>Bofferdange 
>44 years 
>Dutch 
"I am committed to a strong local economy that strategically uses environmentally friendly technologies and 
renewable energy to proactively tackle climate change". 
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Invitation 
Election Information Evening 
déi gréng Luerenzweiler invite you to their Election Evening 
In Helmdange 
Wednesday, June 7th 2023 
19.30 at Centre Culturel 
 
 
UNSERE WAHLTHEMEN 
Klimaschutz • Klima-Anpassungen • Lebensqualität •Kreislaufwirtschaft •  Naturschutz • 
Wohlbefinden •  Familie, Kinder & Jugend •  Zusammenleben •  Sicherheit & Gute 
Nachbarschaft • Partizipatorische Demokratie 
 
NOS THÈMES ÉLECTORAUX 
Protection du climat • Adaptations climatiques • Qualité de vie • Économie circulaire • 
Protection de la nature • Bien-être • Famille, enfants & jeunesse • Vivre ensemble •  
Sécurité & bon voisinage • Démocratie participative  
 
OUR ELECTION TOPICS 
Climate protection • Climate adaptations • Life quality • Circular economy   • 
Natureprotection • Well-being • Family, Children & Youth • Living together • Safety & 
Good Neighbourhood • Participative Democracy 
 


